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コロナかな？ と思ったら
What we need to do to protect ourselves and the healthcare systems
ed about whether I am infected with COVID-19 and would like to be tested.m concerned about
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PCR test center for close contact
① Okinawa Chubu PCR test
center (Okinawa city)

Online Reservation (Japanese)
TEL：090-3871-8305

②Okinawa Nanbu PCR test center
for close contacts (Tomishiro-city)

First, please consult with your
doctor. If you are not sure which
medical institution to consult with,
call the prefectural call center.
Please inform the medical institution
of your symptoms in advance.

Self-test with a medical
antigen test kit

* Okinawa Prefectural Call Center
098-866-2129 (Japanese) Available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week
*Foreign Resident Support Center Help
purchase the antigen test kits
Desk
(Japanese)
English, Chinese, Korean, etc.
Phone: 0120-76-2029 (Weekdays 9:00-17: Okinawa prefectur(aJla gpoavneersnem)
00)
ent offersmedical antigen test kits for
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Hospital visits for children
high, and high school students) and their
family members living with them who may
(Nighttime/Holidays)If you are
be their close contacts (*RADECO)

sudden illness of your child, call

Online Reservation (Japanese)
TEL：090-3871-8297

Yaeyama island
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COVID-19 patients
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Okinawa Antigen Testing and
Positive Person Registration
Center
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*What is moderate
symptoms or above?
breathing difficulty, intense
tiredness (fatigue), high
fever (38.0℃) for 3 days,
pale face, inability to drink
or eat.
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NEGATIVE
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NEGATIVE

What to do when a
child is sick?

Online
Reservation
(Japanese)

are available (Japanese)
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List of local test centers where
PCR tests and antigen testings

not sure how to deal with a
#8000 for advice.

Miyako island

Undergo PCR tests/Antigen
tests at a local center

website (Japanese)
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A. If positive

Okinawa prefectural government arranges locations to
receive medical treatment. Based on a telephone
interview with a physician, places, such as; hospitals,
hotels, or homes will be determined according to the
patient's condition. Please follow the instructions
from the government.

Tips to watch over your

Ａ

children (Japanese)

B. Negative result

Please continue to cooperate with infection control
measures. Even if your test result is negative, there
is a chance that you might be infected.

